Brasstech is owned by Masco Corporation, a global leader in the design, manufacture and distribution of branded building products for the hospitality and home improvement markets. In hotels, residential homes, public buildings, skyscrapers and commercial buildings of every size, Masco’s products are trusted to deliver innovation, quality design and reliable performance.

Located in Santa Ana, California, Brasstech is a leading manufacturer of luxury bath and kitchen faucets, accessories, and lighting marketed under the Newport Brass® and GINGER® brands. We are committed to delivering high-quality products that enhance the lives of consumers and exceed guest expectations. The complementary alliance of Newport Brass and GINGER offer what few in the industry do - no limitations.

**WORLD CLASS QUALITY**

Proven leaders in the hospitality sector, the Newport Brass and GINGER brands are specified in properties throughout the world and deliver proven reliability and peace of mind. Our manufacturing plant is ISO certified and our water delivery products are leak tested prior to shipment.

**PRICING**

Exclusive project pricing is available upon request. All prices shown on newportbrass.com and gingerco.com are list prices and do not reflect hospitality pricing. Please contact your Brasstech Sales Representative or email hospitality@brasstech.com for contract pricing information.
Unparalleled breadth and depth of offerings

Thoughtfully engineered for durability, convenience and aesthetic luxury

Amenities to serve the hospitality industry including grab bars, shower baskets, and hotel shelves

Found in some of the world’s most prestigious living spaces, GINGER has proven itself time and time again as the perfect blend of style and world class luxury. Sophistically iconic, each of our collections of lights, accessories, and mirrors are rich in detail and harmonious to the most imaginative hospitality applications.

GINGER is renowned as a leader in bath accessories, lighting and mirrors among design professionals. The unmistakable stamp of GINGER is sophisticated design, bold and elegant form, nuanced detailing and meticulous manufacturing.

For nearly 30 years, Newport Brass has provided designers, architects, and property owners exquisitely designed plumbing products for hospitality and residential applications. From the traditional sundries of the Old World to the Avant-garde provisions of modern day contemporary design, Newport Brass’s diverse offering of bath suites and decorative finishes provides the ideal palette for designers of all inspirations to create spaces of distinction.
PC POLISHED CHROME
- Cayden • Chelsea • Cino • Circe
- Columnar • Dyad • Eavon • Empire
- Framed • Garnsey • Hotelier • Kubic • Lineal
- London Terrace • Pavin • Quattro • Sine
- Splashtables • Surface

PN POLISHED NICKEL
- Cayden • Chelsea • Cino • Circe
- Columnar • Dyad • Eavon • Empire
- Framed • Garnsey • Hotelier • Kubic
- Lineal • London Terrace • Pavin
- Quattro • Sine • Splashtables • Surface

SN SATIN NICKEL
- Cayden • Chelsea • Cino • Circe
- Columnar • Dyad • Eavon • Empire
- Framed • Garnsey • Hotelier • Kubic
- Lineal • London Terrace • Pavin
- Quattro • Sine • Splashtables • Surface

PB POLISHED BRASS
- Chelsea

MB MATTE BLACK
- Kubic

ORB OIL RUBBED BRONZE
- Hand Relieved
- Chelsea

GUEST ROOM ACCESSORIES
- Heavy gauge solid forged brass for strength and durability
- Concealed mounting hardware

SHOWER BASKETS & SHELVES

Complete product offering available at gingerco.com
**GUEST ROOM ACCESSORIES**

**HOTEL SHELVES**

- Solid brass construction
- Holds up to 30 lbs.

**GRAB BARS**

Complete your space with ADA compliant decorative grab bars for the ultimate in guest safety.

**VALET HOOKS**

Valet hooks are the latest innovation in convenience and functionality.

**GUEST ROOM ACCESSORIES**

Complete product offering available at gingerco.com
A minimalist aesthetic finds expression in the KUBIC collection. These bathroom accessories obtain their styling at the intersection of cylindrical and squared.

The CINU design is inspired by the fluidity of motion found in the organic elements of nature. The design's sweeping crests provide a visual experience of flowing, understated gracefulness.

The pairing of elements, round and square, contrasting yet complementing, combining to create a modern alternative to the uniformity of minimalist contemporary design.

Complete product offering available at gingerco.com
Modern elegance in the form of undeviating lines, fashioning ideal profiles that blend perfectly into the modern living space, enhancing without overpowering.

The SINE Collection is architectural in conception and form. SINE brings industrial elegance into the bathroom with mixed media glass on metal, bold lines and geometric detail.

Sophisticated and serene, SURFACE embodies the best in modern design. The form is absolute - no stroke wasted, no detail is overworked.

Complete product offering available at gingerco.com
CHERISH

A classic re-imagined, CHELSEA coordinates seamlessly with a wide variety of traditional faucets. The tiered rosette is elegantly and meticulously rendered in solid forged brass.

COLUMNAR

With its perfect cylinders and enduring lines, COLUMNAR stands as a reflection of the majestic column - a beautifully utilitarian structure raised throughout history to support society's finest at the very core.
Called nature's perfect shape, the hexagon can be found in a myriad of architectures and interior designs. The hex gives this traditional look a modern industrial element, allowing the EAVON Collection to enhance many different themes across the style spectrum.

A reinterpretation of authentic English Victorian design, Subtle detailing and refined proportions make it particularly appealing.

A reinterpretation of authentic, English Victorian design. Subtle detailing and refined proportions make it particularly appealing.

TRADITIONAL COLLECTIONS

LONDON TERRACE

Called nature's perfect shape, the hexagon can be found in a myriad of architectures and interior designs. The hex gives this traditional look a modern industrial element, allowing the EAVON Collection to enhance many different themes across the style spectrum.

A reinterpretation of authentic, English Victorian design. Subtle detailing and refined proportions make it particularly appealing.

EAVON

Called nature's perfect shape, the hexagon can be found in a myriad of architectures and interior designs. The hex gives this traditional look a modern industrial element, allowing the EAVON Collection to enhance many different themes across the style spectrum.

A reinterpretation of authentic, English Victorian design. Subtle detailing and refined proportions make it particularly appealing.

Newport Brass offers an unrivaled breadth of decorative finishes and stylish products to help you achieve your design vision while ensuring that your guests have a memorable experience.

CHOOSE THE RIGHT SOLUTION

Premium quality bathrooms are a sign of sophisticated hospitality. Newport Brass delivers complete solutions and endless choices for customized spaces and uncompromised design. Choose from ADA compliant and water-efficient products that coordinate with all collections.

Newport Brass offers an unrivaled breadth of decorative finishes and stylish products to help you achieve your design vision while ensuring that your guests have a memorable experience.

CHOOSE THE RIGHT SOLUTION

Premium quality bathrooms are a sign of sophisticated hospitality. Newport Brass delivers complete solutions and endless choices for customized spaces and uncompromised design. Choose from ADA compliant and water-efficient products that coordinate with all collections.

Newport Brass offers an unrivaled breadth of decorative finishes and stylish products to help you achieve your design vision while ensuring that your guests have a memorable experience.

CHOOSE THE RIGHT SOLUTION

Premium quality bathrooms are a sign of sophisticated hospitality. Newport Brass delivers complete solutions and endless choices for customized spaces and uncompromised design. Choose from ADA compliant and water-efficient products that coordinate with all collections.
**SECANT**

- 3-2041 Wall Mount Lavatory Faucet
- 2040-0261 Free Standing Tub Filler
- 4-2044BP BP Shower Trim
- 37-28 Double Post Toilet Tissue Holder, Pivoting Arm

**SKYLAR**

- 3-2561 Wall Mount Lavatory Faucet
- 3-2563BP BP Tub & Shower Set
- 3-2031TS 1/2" Thermostatic Trim Plate with Handles
- 2030-1530 Double Post Toilet Tissue Holder

**MIRO**

- 3-1600 Widespread Lavatory Faucet
- 1623 Single Hole Lavatory Faucet
- 3-1624BP BP Tub & Shower Set
- 1623TR 1/2" Thermostatic Trim Plate with Handle

**JOFFREY**

- 3-2574BP BP Shower Trim Set
- 3-2577TS 1/2" Thermostatic Trim Plate with Handle
- 41-27 Open Toilet Tissue Holder
- 41-09 Towel Ring

**CONTEMPORARY COLLECTIONS**

Complete product offering available at newportbrass.com

**TRANSITIONAL COLLECTIONS**

Complete product offering available at newportbrass.com
SHOWER SOLUTIONS
The total guest experience is the key to brand loyalty and creating customers for life. Newport Brass shower systems help to ensure a memorable experience with every visit.

THERMOSTATIC SYSTEMS
Transform the guest experience by creating custom shower systems that deliver luxury, comfort, and convenience for your most discerning guests.

BALANCE PRESSURE SYSTEMS
Simple and easy to use, a single handle turns the water on and off while controlling the temperature.

Complete product offering available at newportbrass.com
DECORATIVE SHOWER DRAINS

Transform your property from a place to visit to a place to indulge.

233-408 233-608
4” & 6” Shower Drain

243-402 243-602
4” & 6” Shower Drain

SHOWER SOLUTIONS

Complete product offering available at newportbrass.com

GRAB BARS

Available in 30 decorative finishes

Optional Hand Shower Slider Kit 990-040
Shower Slider Kit for Grab Bar

2440-3918 18” Grab Bar
Coordinates with Roosevelt, Sutton, Vander & Virginia Series

2040-3918 18” Grab Bar
Coordinates with Alveston, Astaire, Astor, Bevelle, Chesterfield, Fairfield, Ithaca, Seaport & Victoria Series

SHOWERHEADS

Available in 30 decorative finishes

211 Variable Spray Mode Showerhead

2141* Single Function Showerhead

2142* Single Function Showerhead

2143* Multifunction Showerhead

2144* Multifunction Showerhead

2155* Multifunction Showerhead

2156* Multifunction Showerhead

2157* Multifunction Showerhead

2158* Multifunction Showerhead

2159* Multifunction Showerhead

Complete product offering available at newportbrass.com
**UNDER THE SINK SOLUTIONS**

- Drain trim and kits
- Waste and overflow kits
- P-traps
- Angle and straight valves
- Supply tubes
- Toilet supply kits
- Tank Levers

Complete product offering available at newportbrass.com
GUEST ROOM KITCHEN/BAR
Stylish bar and prep kitchen faucets add the finishing touch to any hospitality suite.

Complete product offering available at newportbrass.com
GUEST ROOM KITCHEN/BAR FAUCETS

JETER 3200-5223
METROPOLE 1200-5223
MUNCY 2940-5123

NADYA 2510-5203
SEAGER 3180-5223
TAFT 2940-5223

VESPERA 2500-5223
ZEMORA 3160-5203

Complete product offering available at newportbrass.com
Newport Brass and GINGER products and solutions are used in these and many more hotels all over the world.
Complete product offering available at

www.gingerco.com  www.newportbrass.com

email: hospitality@brasstech.com

2001 Carnegie Ave • Santa Ana, CA 92705     T: 949.417.5207     F: 949.417.5208
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